On the mixed problems for hyperbolic equations of second order, only the problems with the Dirichlet condition and with the Neumann condition are studied satisfactorily. Concerning the problems with the other boundary conditions Agmon [1] contains the results on more general boundary conditions in the case when the domain is a half space and the coefficients are constant. And the author showed the not well-posedness in L 2 -sense of the problem for the wave equation with an oblique derivative boundary condition [7].
On the mixed problems for hyperbolic equations of second order, only the problems with the Dirichlet condition and with the Neumann condition are studied satisfactorily. Concerning the problems with the other boundary conditions Agmon [1] contains the results on more general boundary conditions in the case when the domain is a half space and the coefficients are constant. And the author showed the not well-posedness in L 2 -sense of the problem for the wave equation with an oblique derivative boundary condition [7] .
In this paper we extend the results for second order equations of Agmon's paper to the case of variable coefficients and a general domain.
Let S be a sufficiently smooth compact hypersurface in R n and let £1 be the interior or exterior domain of S. Consider a hyperbolic equation of second order ( 
1.1) L = t + a 1 (x,t:D) a, (x, t: D) = 2 2h i (x, t) -+*(*, /)
where all the coefficients are in -S(nx(0, T)) 15 and hj(x,f) (j = l, 2, •••, n) are real-valued and a 2 (x, t: D) is an elliptic operator satisfying (1) (2) for all (#, f, f)eflx[0, T]XJ??
W , and consider a boundary operator 
, T], and <7i(s 9 t) (2==1,2) is a sufficiently smooth function defined on S x [0, T] and o-^s, t) is real-valued. Our problem is to obtain a function u(x, t}^£](H satisfying

L[u(x, t)~]=f(x,t) in Ox(0, T) B[u(x, t)l = g(s, t)
in Sx[0, T] (1. 5) u(x, 0) -u* (x) d (x, 0) = Ul ( for given inital data {»"(*), «i(^r)}, second member /(jc, 0 and boundary data g(s, t). We denote this problem by P(L, 5). When we want to treat this problem in L 2 -sense it is necessary to pose some conditions on v(s 9 f) and cr^s, t) that the unit outer normal of S at s. :i) This condition will be prescribed precisely in § 3. In section 2 the energy inequality for P(L, B) is derived and in section 3 we prove the existence of the solution by using the energy inequality and the existence theorem for the case v(s, f) = n(s, f) proved in [8] .
In our treatment the essential point is to derive the energy inequality for F(L, B}. To prove this a certain estimate of the trace of the solution plays an important role, which follows from only Lu=f.
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We note some notations which will be used. Let H be j?+ or a domain with a sufficiently smooth compact boundary. <-\8u denotes the norm of the space H^dti). Since B satisfies the condition (1. 5)
is a positive smooth function, and set
We state a simple lemma without proof. . In this paragraph we omit for the simplicity the notation n in (2. 1) and 8H in (2. 2) . Let N be the first order differential operator defined by (2. By inserting this estimate into (2.10) sup from which (2. 14) follows immediately by taking account of the condition (2. 13).
Q.E.D. 
It is necessary to hold (2. 14) and (2. 20) simultaneously and (2. 16) satisfies the both conditions. Q.E.D.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (2.16) holds. For any solution t)^G°s(H
the trace of u(x, t} to R n~l x (0, T) is in H\R n~l x (0, T)) the following energy inequality holds
Proof. At first let us assume that not only u(x 9 t) but alsô (x 9 t) and |^(^,0 (; = l,2 f --,«-!) belong to 
On the other hand these inequalities are evident: With the aid of (2.27) (2.28) the passage to the limit of (2.26) when S->0 gives the required inequality for u(x, f). Thus the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
Put u;(x, t) = ®j.(x)u(x, t), then
L{UJ(X, t)-] = ®j(
x)f(x, f)-[L,
§3. Existence of the Solution
Hereafter assume that £1 is a domain with a compact boundary. We state the theorem of existence of the solution.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the condition (2.32) holds. For any initial data {u Q (x)> u^(x)} eH 2 (n)x£P(n), second member f(x y t)Ĥ l (£l(Q,T)) and boundary data g(s, t)^H l (Sx (0, T)), if the compatibility condition at t = 0 of order
At first let us prove Proof. Assume that {u 0 (x) 9 u^x)} ^H*(£l)xH*(£i) and the given data satisfy the compatibility condition for Z, namely 
), and g(s, f)-(----} u 0 (x)^H\S x (0, T)).
\dz t dw t / We can define u^\x, t) for j^2 succesively by the formula
since from u^~l\x, t)\ Sxu , T j<=H\Sx(Q, T)) and the compatibility condition for W is satisfied. 
Theorem 3. When the given data satisfy the compatibility condition of order m the solution u(x, f) of P(L, B) belongs to
If we use the following lemma, the proof is completely same as that of Theorem 2 of the previous paper [8] . if x is sufficiently small, therefore for some ^>0 (^<^0) the energy inequality (2.33) for L and 5 holds for fe(0, ^). This shows that #(#', f ) is zero in H x (0, kj from which it follows that u(x, t) is zero in a neighborhood of (x 09 t 0 ).
Theorem 4. There exists a smooth positive function <y(s, t) on
S x [0, T] determined by L. Suppose /c o\ u j.\^ ( *\ -t > <*(s, t) (5.2) m Sx[0, T]. Let u(x, t) be a C 2 -solution of P(L, B) defined aa/» A i'V /i O i f) v I 0 *Y' 11 / f it \ f y\ u (v\ fiv0 y0ifn ifi A ( *Y i~ \ l/ftf xlLy^VQj •'O/ ' \ l_ > J/" ^ 0\ /> w-^Jv j \Aft & ff^l\J l/rl/ ivy^VQy ''O/ n {H, *=0}, g(s, 0 is *m? i» A(J»T O , ^0)nSx[0, T], andf(x, t) is zero in A(JC O , ^0)n(Ox[0, T]), ^fe^ u(x, f) is identically zero in A(# 0 , /") n(nx[o, T]).
